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positive, continuous, decreasing on [1,5)
t"eim 3, x-*ax lim( *Itt + *

-eim (et_el= se

* Use U-substitution from callto evaluate

the integral.

f(x) =xenx continuous, positive on [2,0), decreasing
Since f(x) <0 for x72

->I=ein [enzeax]
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cassions ="2" convergent
In convergentby comparison test.

(b) VK, 3

by p-series testtodiverges -a diverges

(c) an=" =Itis+3

is converges by p-testofan converges

() an-> 4.4=4(
34

↳)" is a geometric series with (r)=) 1-diverges
->an diverges.

(e) an =
n2 +n +1

·bu =

- converges
n4 +n2

limim n2+h+1=1> 0 ofan absolute conv
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(a) an=(-1) 2n
n +4

by = imby-line2 to
=>diverges by Divergence test.

(b) bu =*4> for me, I, decreasing for n>,2 since beco

and limbu =0 -Ic-* by converges by the
Alternating series test.

If so, itsand limit o
->converges by the alternatingseries test.

15 Po, lim
(-1)"
-

Does notexist
n - nP

=>the series diverges.

->an converges <7P>0



calbu = > for us, by decreasing for me, limba =o
n + x

=>Is
- In converges by alternating seriestest.

ButIdiverges because p-series
=>I
(-114-1 conditionally convergent.
I

(b) ocIK; nx,& I con. (geometricseries

=>I I sin couw, by comparisontest

-> Isin couv, absolutely
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n!
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einneinnetconvinceane
eime.it= 1AinconclusiveI

For all the questions above, compute hima


